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Abstract 
A process is the structure imposed on the software development process. It is a significant concept in modern 
software development. It is also considered as a subset of software development life cycle. Only when the activities 
are organized in process descriptions, can   these be communicated, followed, observed, and improved. The basis 
for understanding what testing is, is therefore the understanding of the testing process. Testing process is may be 
defined as running of a particular system with the intention of finding errors. This paper presents the general concept 
of a process and a suggestion for a generic testing process.  In this paper, the need of the testing process in 
software development is defined as well as the approach and methodology of generic testing process is discussed.  
Keywords: Software, development, testing. 
   
Introduction  
The purpose of testing and modern software development methodologies are in the context of critical systems. To 
provide the better and desirable results to the customers the software development organization gives its best to do 
so. The demands of testing will be necessarily high and so methodologies can be viewed in the way that they 
contribute towards ‘good’ testing. It is then suggested as to how testing theory may be used to drive methodology 
development. It is interesting to consider why software developers employ the software development methods that 
they do. There might be a number of reasons: ‘It’s the one we used last time’, ‘it’s the one that we’re trained in’, ‘the 
customer wants us to’, and so on. Very infrequently is the answer heard, ‘Because it provides a sound basis for 
testing our implementation’ it is then even more interesting to ask developers how they use the software 
development methodologies to test the implementations. Is it a process which arises naturally out of the 
methodology in which the developers have confidence or is it an adhoc approach which has to wrestle with the 
documentation? A methodology produces to extract the necessary information[1]. In order to examine software 
development methodologies, it is useful to examine the way in which they aid ‘good’ testing. A framework in which 
to do this, is the testing theory proposed by Goodenough and Gerhart [2] and developed by Weyuker and Ostrand 
[3]. The theory defines an ideal test which, if found and successfully executed, constitutes a proof of correctness of 
the program. Finding an ideal test is not a trivial task. However, the theory is useful because it may be used to 
evaluate the extent to which methodologies go to support the production of an ideal test. Everything in this world 
whatever work we do has an involvement of a process and also follow a number of processes further, depending 
upon the type of work.  A process is a series of activities performed to fulfill a purpose and produce a tangible 
output based on a given input. The   process   view   on software   development   is gaining more and more interest.  
Software engineering comprise many software development process models, these models easily express the 
behavior of the process and the flow of the process of the life cycle of the software development. 
 
Theory of a process 
A particular process is a sequential activity of completion of a task based o n  a n  i n p u t  and following a number 
of activities a desired output is produced. The sequential nature of a process makes it very effective and 
persuasive. The goal is to perform the activities, to think, to discus, to try things out, to make decisions, to 
document, and what ever else is needed. The desired output is only the way of communicating how the 
purpose of the process has been fulfilled. Processes can be described and hence monitored and improved. Based 
on [ 4], one of the earliest books about process   improvement,   a   process   description   must always as a 
minimum include: 

•  A definition of the input; 
•  A list of activities – the procedure; 
•  A description of the output. 

 
In the basic description of a process the purpose is implicitly described in the list of activities. Since   then   a l o t    
of   work   has   been   done   on understanding and describing the concept of a process. In Europe and Canada 
work has started on an ISO standard for  process definition, so far [5] has been issued.  These guideline 
characteristics of the following attributes of process description: 
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• Title 
• Purpose 
• Outcomes 
• Activities 
• Tasks 

 
In the United States of America CCMI© (Capability Maturity Model Integration) is being updated and it is 
gaining awareness and deployment around the globe. In [6], it is specified that a process consists of set of 
activities that may have the following attributes: 
 

• Process roles; Applicable standards; 
• Applicable procedures, methods, tools, and  

Resources; Process-performance objectives; 
• Entry criteria; , Inputs; 
• Product and process measures to be collected and used; 
• Verification points; 

 
This  seems  to  be a more  comprehensive  and  not least,  more  useful  process  description  than  the  one 
suggested in [5]. In   any   case   a   process   description   must   be operational. It is not supposed to fill 
pages and pages. It should ideally fit on a single page, maybe even a web page, with references to more 
detailed descriptions of methods, techniques, and templates. 

 
2.1. Dependency between the processes 
Processes may be assembled in process hierarchies or process architectures. In this case, the input to a process   
must   be   the   output   from   one   ore   more proceeding process except perhaps for the very first, where the 
infamous napkin with the original idea is the input as mentioned in figure 1.  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1. Testing Process Model 
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Likewise, the output from a process must be the input to one or more other processes. Processes hence do not 
include information about what their proceeding and/or subsequent processes may be. The only connection 
between processes is the information they produce and use. The dependencies    between   processes   can   be 
depicted in a process model, where it is shown how Outputs from processes serve as inputs to other processes. 
 

2.2. Generic Test Process of software development 
Testing can be described as a process. An overall generic test process could be described like this, using the 
most basic description and only listing input and output in terms of work product. The purpose of the test 
process is to provide information   to assure   the quality   of   the product, decisions, and the processes for a testing 
assignment. 
The inputs on which this process is based include:  

• Test strategy, Project Plan, Master test plan, information about how the testing is progressing. The 
activities are: 

•    Initial test planning , monitoring, control, and re-planning 
•    Test design and development, test execution 
•    Test evaluation and reporting, test closure activities. The outputs being produced are 

Specific test plan, test specification, test environment specification. Actual test environment including 
test data 

•    Test logs, progress report, test summary report, test experience report 
 

2.3. Iterative Generic Test Process  
 
There are a few points that need to be understood for the generic testing process. The test activities need not to be 
performed in strict sequential order.  Test monitoring, control, and re- planning are constant activities in the sense 
that they are  not  just  done  once  in  the  beginning  of  the  test assignment. Monitoring of the process should be 
done on an ongoing basis, and controlling and re-planning activities performed when the need arises. A model is 
not a scientific truth; when using a model, even a very well defined model; we should be open for necessary 
tailoring to specific situations [5]. The generic test process is iterative - not a simple straight forward process. It 
must be foreseen that we’ll have to perform the activities more than once in an iterative   way   before   the   exit   
criteria   have   been fulfilled.  The iterations to be foreseen  in the test process are shown in figure 2. It shows that 
in most cases 3 iterations must be carried out as a minimum before the test process can be completed. The first 
activity from which iteration may occur [7] is the test execution.  This  is  where  we  detect  the failures,  when  
the actual  result  is different  from the expected [8]. The resulting iterations may be: 

 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2. Iterative Generic Test Process 
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Example: A calculation does not give the expected result, and   it appears   that   the   algorithm for the 
calculation has been coded wrongly. When   the  defect   has  been   corrected   we  must confirmation test the 
software using the test procedure that  encountered  the  failure  in the  first  place.  Well probably also perform 
some regression testing. 
 
The defect is in the test procedure for example: A calculation does not give the expected result, but here it 
appears that the test case was wrong. The defect must be corrected  and the new t e s t  case(s) must be executed.  
This iteration usually goes back to the design and development activity. The  second  activity  from  which  an  
iteration  may occur  is  the  evaluation  of  the  exit  criteria.  This is where we find out if the exit criteria are not 
met. The resulting iteration in this situation may be: 
 
More test cases must be specified to increase coverage, and these must then be executed. Example:  In the 
evaluation it turns out that the decision coverage for a component is only 87%. One more test case is designed 
and when this is executed the coverage reaches 96%. The exit criteria are relaxed or strengthened in the test 
plan. 
 
Example:  The coverage is found to be too small because of an error handling routine that is very hard to reach. 
The required coverage for the component is relaxed to 85%. 

 
3. Testing sub-process and activities 
Each of the activities in the generic testing process may be expanded to a (sub-) process in its own right. For each of 
these, the process can be described in the same way as the overall testing process, at least including a definition of 
the input, a list of activities, and a description of the output. Other information may of course also be provided [7]. 
In   the   following, only   purpose   and   lists   of suggested  activities  for  each  of  the  six  testing  sub- processes  
are  provided.  The lists are a result of a workshop   held   at   Test   Management   Summit   in London, January 
2008. The lists are by no means correct or complete, but may be used as inspiration for further work on defining a 
generic testing process. 
 

Primary Test Plan 
The purpose of the primary test planning process is to verify   the   mission   of   the   testing, to   define the 
decisions to transform the test strategy  into an operational plan for the performance of the actual testing task at hand 
[9]. 
 

The activities may include: 
• Verification of the mission of the test assignment definition of the objectives of the testing, 

including coverage targets 
• Production of work-break down structure, identification of deliveries  
• Estimation of activities, production of budget 
• Specification of resources, including training needs 
• Identification of environmental needs 
• Coordination with stakeholders 
• Risk management , documentation of decisions (in test plan) , motivation of staff , communication 

with stakeholders 
  

 
Test monitoring and control 
The short story of monitoring and control is that if it looks  as  if  we  are  going  to  end  up  in  the  all  too 
familiar  situation  illustrated  here,  we  have  to  take precautions. The  purpose  of  the  monitoring,  control,  
and  re- planning   process   is  to  stay  in  control  and  make necessary  corrections  to  the  plan  when  it no  
longer reflects   the   reality   as   the   testing   activities   are performed and the test assignment progresses. 
The activities may include: 

• Collection of measurements, analysis of measurements, continuous risk management. 
• Re-estimation ,implementation of corrective actions as appropriate 
• Re-delegation of tasks , motivation of staff , teaching staff 
• Participate in process improvement activities 
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• Configuration management of test planning documentation 
 

2.3. Test Design and Development 
The  purpose  of  the  test  design  and  development process  is to design  and write  tests that provide  the 
largest   possible   coverage   to   meet   the   coverage demands in the test plan. Furthermore it includes the 
detailed   definition and establishment of the test environment.   The work in this process is highly iterative. The 
activities may include: 

• Reading/studying test basis to understand it, definition of structure of test   
 specification  

• Identification of test conditions 
• Selection of test technique(s) according to the approach specified in the plan 
• Identification of defects in the test basis (e.g., requirements) 
• Reporting of identified defects, development of detailed test cases, and identification of   
 test data. 
• Registration of test coverage, feedback to test monitoring  
•  Mentoring of junior testers, evaluation of tools, establishment of test environment 
•  Extraction    and    possibly    masking    and/or creation of test data 
 

2.4. Test Execution 
The purpose of the test execution is to perform the physical test in the correct environment, and register the 
execution and the results. 

The activities may include: 
• Reception of test object, exploratory testing 
• Performance of smoke test (readiness) 
• Production of test execution sequence (detailed planning / procedures) 
• Execution of tests, analyzing observations 
• Logging of test execution course 
• Reporting of incidents, including those found in the test ware, confirmation testing 
• Specification of regression testing need, regression testing 
• Communication to stakeholders, maintain test environment 
• Resetting test environment to original state(especially test data) 
• Mentoring/training/teaching junior testers 
• Mentoring/training/teaching non-testers (users and others participating in test execution) 
• Feedback to test monitoring , configuration management of test ware 

 
2.5. Test Evaluation and Reporting 
The purpose of the test evaluation and reporting progress is to ensure that the test objective, including the 
coverage target has been achieved and communicate the results of the test assignment in such ways that they are 
understandable and useful for the stakeholders [5]. 

The activity may include: 
• Checking results against objectives (e.g., 

 Achieved coverage and outstanding defects) 
• Feedback to monitoring, production of reports to stakeholders 
 

2.5. Test termination 
 

The purpose of the test closure process is to clean up after   the test assignment   and   secure valuable physical 
assets and information in the organization.  The activities may include:  

• Clearing out unnecessary test environments, including test data 
• Hand-over of test ware as applicable, performing retrospection meeting 
• Identification of process improvement candidates ,communication to stakeholders 
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3. Conclusion 
The  establishment   of  a  generic  test  process  is essential  to  the  future  of  testing.  Only when the performers of a 
profession know the basic activities and hence what is expected of them, can they work at learning their trade and 
constantly improve their skills. Only when organizations define the ways they want their employees to work, are they 
able to monitor what is   going   on   and   make   corrective    actions   and continuous improvement of the processes. 
It is however not a simple task. The  understanding  of  what  a  process  description consists  of is still  young  and  
incomplete.  Since  this forms the basic for the work, an agreement must first be  reached  as  to  how  to  make  the  
description  of  a generic test process. The  people  involved  in  testing  come  from  many different  backgrounds,  
many  are  still  more  or  less autodidact, and they have many different experiences in their baggage. Testing is 
performed in organizations spanning  from  rocket  science  to  toys  and  from  the most sophisticated  technology  to 
the most sophisticated banking and administration. The  test  activities  are  described  in  many  places, like: national   
and   international   standards,   branch specific  guidelines  and  regulations,  syllabi,  software development models, 
books, paper and so forth.  
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